LET G be a connected, compact, semisimple, Lie group, and V a Lie subgroup of maximal rank. We shall assume that the coset space G/V is provided with a holomorphic structure which is invariant under the action of G. Any representation p of I' gives rise to a vector bundle on G/V, viz. the fibre bundle associated to the fibration G + G/V. Moreover, this bundle can be provided with a natural holomorphic structure. (There are, in fact, several ways of doing this, but if p is irreducible, this procedure is unique.) We shall denote this holomorphic vector bundle by E,, and refer to this as a homogeneous vector bundle. Using the results of Bott on homogeneous vector bundles, we prove: This in particular implies that EP is indecomposable. The latter was proved by Griffiths [7, theorem 81. However, the fact that the only endomorphism of EP are scalars, seems likely to be useful in the study of deformation of such bundles. The equivalence problem was first raised by Ise [9, $141.
This in particular implies that EP is indecomposable. The latter was proved by Griffiths [7, theorem 81 . However, the fact that the only endomorphism of EP are scalars, seems likely to be useful in the study of deformation of such bundles. The equivalence problem was first raised by Ise [9, $141.
We then study the homogeneous vector bundles over an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space. In this case, the second Betti number of G/V is 1 and since G/V is an algebraic manifold, there is a canonical generator for H'(G/V, Z). This enables one to talk of positive and negative elements of H2(G/V, Z). Following the definition of Mumford [13] of stable vector bundles over projective algebraic curves, we define a stable vector bundle E over G/V to be a vector bundle such that any proper subbundle F has the property Then we prove dim E.c,(F) -dim F.c,(E) < 0.
Any homogeneous vector bundle E over an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space arising from an irreducible representation of V is stable.
The argument given for proving this is quite general and can in particular be used to 159 prove that the bundles arising from irreducible unitary representations of the fundamental group of a compact Riemann surface are stable. (This was proved by M. S. Narasimhan and C. S. Seshadri by a different method [14] .) The a priori proof of the fact that "irreducible unitary" bundles are stable enables one somewhat to simplify the proof of the main theorem of [14] .
In the case of the complex projective plane, we prove the existence of a continuous family of holomorphic vector bundles of rank n, which is injectively parametrised and which is complete at each point, for each integer IZ 5 3. These are obtained as deformations of homogeneous vector bundles.
Finally, we discuss the question whether a homogeneous vector bundle arising from an irreducible representation can admit line subbundles. It is trivially seen that if the dimension of the representation exceeds that of the homogeneous space, this is always the case. From this we deduce that if the dimension of the representation p is equal to the dimension of the space, and if the representation can be extended to a connected Lie subgroup of G containing V properly and if H'(G/V, E,) # (0), then EP admits a trivial line sub-bundle. We then give necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of p for E,, to have a line subbundle.
It is a pleasure to thank Professor M. S. Narasimhan for valuable guidance and many remarks. I also wish to thank Shri M. S. Raghunathan for many helpful discussions.
2.1

COMPLEX HOMOGENEOUS SPACES
If G is a (real) Lie group, we shall denote by g the complexification of the Lie algebra of G. The real Lie algebra of G will be denoted gR. We will have occasion to use only compact connected Lie groups, and in that case, we have the following well-known facts. These are contained, for instance, in [3] , [4] , [8] .
2.2
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Then G contains a maximal torus T whose dimension is called the rank of G. With respect to T, we have the following decomposition :
where 9 is the complexified Lie subalgebra of g, corresponding to T, A is a finite set of characters on T, and for u E A, g. is a one-dimensional sub-space of g in which T is represented by the character a. Each u occurs only once in A and if u E A, then a-' E A.
The exponential map of g restricted to 9-n is a universal covering map of T and hence characters on T are in one-one correspondence with real linear forms on ,/--IY,, which arc integral on a discrete lattice of maximal rank. If u is a character on T, we shall denote the corresponding real linear form on J-1.9-a and its complex linear extension to Y, both by u. The linear forms a for a E A are called roots of G. We shall denote also by A.
2.3
161 the set of roots Let V be a Lie subgroup of G which contains T. Then V is closed. Let Y be its Lie algebra identified with a subalgebra of g so that F c Y c g. Then there exists a subset E c A such that Y = 9 @ u ga. Moreover, X has the following properties:
2.4
Let q : G + G/V be the natural map. Now G acts on G/V transitively and any almost complex structure on G/V which is invariant under this action of G gives rise to (and is determined by) a vector space endomorphism J of ge/YB such that J2 = -Id, and J(I(v)_Y) = I(u)(JX) for o E V, X E gR/VR, where I(u) is the isotropy representation of V. We identify the vector space c gs with g/Y through the differential of the map q at e. Then the re-#CA-Z striction of the isotropy action of V to the subgroup T is simply the adjoint representation in the space c gs. Hence J leaves each (isotypical) component gs invariant and reduces PEA-Z to multiplication by f. i in gs for every /? E A -Z.
2.5
WesetC={aEA-E: Jlg,=i.Id}. ThenCsatisfies: (1) For a E A -Z, one and only one of a, -a belongs to C. Moreover, the invariant almost complex structure on G/ Vis integrable, (i.e. arises from an invariant complex structure) if and only if C satisfies, in addition, (2) a,flEC,g+BEA*a+/?EC.
It follows by [3, §2] that there exists a subset A+ of A satisfying (1)' If c1 E A, one and only one of LX, -a belongs to A+ ; W' c~EA,.,PEA+, u+pczA=-a++pA+; (3)' Cc A+.
DEFINITION.
Any subset A,. of A satisfying (I)', (2)' and (3)' above is called a system of positive roots adapted to the invariant complex structure on G/V.
It is obvious that A+ fi (A -Z) = C. We shall denote A+ n Z = A+ -C by X+, We then have the following
PROPOSITION.
Let A+ be a system of positive roots of G adapted to a complex structure on G/V. Then if a E X+ such that CY cannot be written as a sum j3 + y with /I, y E Z,, then CL cannot be written as a sum /I + y with j?, y E A+.
Proof. Let u E X+ be such that a = /? + y, with 8, y E A+. Clearly both /?, y cannot be in C by condition (2) above. So, let fl E C,. Now p+y~C+ and --PEE; hence YEE:A+ =X+. Thus we obtain c( = /3 + y with /3, y E Z, which is impossible.
2.6
DEFINITION. An element a E A, is said to be simple if a cannot be written as p + y with /?, y E A+.
We have shown above that the simple roots of V with respect to E+ are also simple roots of G with respect to A+.
We will assume hereafter that G is semisimple (i.e. the centre of G is finite) of rank 1.
Then there are precisely 1 simple roots ai, . . ., ai of G of which all other roots are integral linear combinations with coefficients of the same sign. Also a,, . . . . a, generate the dual .F* of F as a C-vector space. We may also assume that a,, . . . ,a, are the simple roots of I/. Then any root of V is an integral linear combination of a1, . . . . a, (although, however, ai, . . . . a, do not generate F*).
PROPOSITION. Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group and V a proper subgroup containing a maximal torus T of G. Assume that G/V has been provided with an invariant complex structure. Then no character of T, which is trivial on the connected component of e in the centre of V, can be the highest weight (with respect to a positive system of roots adapted to the complex structure on G/V) of a non-trivial irreducible representation of G.
Proof. Let ( , ) be any (positive definite) scalar product on gg which is invariant under the adjoint action of G on g;"1. Then we shall require the following well-known facts.
Choosing A+ and a simple system a1, . . . , at of roots, we have (1) (CQ, aj) 5 0 for i # j (2) If A is a weight of a representation p then h 2<A, a,> for every j E S,. But since li> 0 for i E S2 and (ai, aj) 6 0, we have (ai, a,) = 0 for every i E S, and j E S3. But this implies since G is simple that S, = 0.
Proof of Proposition.
Let us assume that A is the highest weight of an irreducible representation of G and that the restriction of A to the connected component of the centre of V is trivial In the Lie algebra, this only means that A 1 centre of V is zero. But XE centre of V if and only if a,(X) = 0 for all i 5 r. Thus we have A(X) = 0 whenever ai = 0 for all i $ r. This implies that A is a real linear combination of C(i, 1 s i 5 r. This is however impossible since V is proper and A # 0, by the Lemma proved above.
HOMOGENEOUS VECTOR BUNDLES
3.1
Let G be a compact connected Lie group and V a subgroup of maximal rank. If p is any (finite dimensional complex) representation of V, then we denote by UP the vector bundle associated to the fibration G + G/V by means of the map p. Any differentiable section of this vector bundle can be described as a differentiable map f:
where Lp is the space on which p acts. The associated principal GL(n, C)-bundle can be thought of as the homogeneous space P = G x GL(n, C)/H where H is the subgroup consisting of elements of the form (u, p(u)) with u E V.
3.2
Let us assume, moreover, that G/V has been provided with an invariant complex structure and A+, C, . . . have been chosen as in $2. If p is any representation of V, we wish to study what are the holomorphic (resp. almost complex) bundle structures on the associated vector (or GL(n, C)-) bundle which are invariant under the natural action of G. We have natural maps GL(n, C) 1 P 1: G/V and we have only to discuss all G x GL(n, C)-invariant holomorphic structures on P so that I, p are holomorphic. As in $2, we could restrict ourselves to the tangent space at (e, e) E G x GL(n, C)/H as far as the almost complex structure on P is concerned. If (gl(n, C)), = g' is the (real) Lie algebra of GL(n, C), then we have an exact sequence 0 + 9' -: P = (ga x g')/h, : ga/Ylf 3 0. Now Vacts on g', p and g,JY,, in a natural way and 1, p are homomorphisms of V-modules. Moreover, g' and ga/VR are provided with J-structures. The choice of A+, C. . . gives a canonical splitting s : g a/YE + g,, and this in turn gives rise to a map t : gJ"lr, -+ p on setting t(Y) = (s(x), 0) where (s(X), 0) is the equivalence class containing (s(x), 0). Clearly t is a V-splitting of the above exact sequence. This induces on p a natural V-invariant J-structure. We shall refer to this as the canonical J-structure. All other V-invariant Jstructures on p are in one-one correspondence with elements f of Horn, (g,JYu, g') which satisfy f(JX) = -J&Y) for all X E ga/Y,.
In fact, such a correspondence is given by associating tof, the J-structure on p defined by
where X E gn/"L",, YE g' and p is identified through t with the direct sum g,,/Ya @ g'.
To see when a J-structure on P is integrable, we use the criterion of Frolicher 161. Iffis extended to the complexification of ga/Va and if u g-11 is identified with vectors of @.SC type (0, l), then it is easily seen that f maps u g_& into vectors of type (1,O) at e in UPC GL(n, C). The complex Lie algebra of vectors of type (1,O) at e of GL(n, C) is denoted gI(n, C). We shall thus writeSE Horn& #vc g-., gI(n, C)). From the definition of J-structure associated tof, it easily follows that vectors of type (0, 1) are precisely vectors of the form (X, Y +f(x)) h w ere XE u g_# and Y is a vector of type (0, 1) at e tangent to aeC GL(n, C). Now the criterion of Frolicher [6] says that the subspace of g x (g')c (where g'c is the complexification of g'):generated by elements of the form 
Remark.
If an associated vector bundle is provided with a holomorphic structure as above, then a section cp of the associated bundle is holomorphic if and only if (identifying cp as a map G + V) we have E_,cp +f(E_,) 0 cp = 0 for tl E C where f is the extension to 4 of p giving the holomorphic structure.
3.3
DEFINITION. Zf p is a representation of V, then the associated vector bundle on the complex homogeneous space G/V together with the canonical holomorphic structure is denoted Er and is called the homogeneous vector bundle associated to p.
On homogeneous vector bundles, we require the following theorem of R. Bott [5] . In particular, we have
THEOREM.
Zf p is an irreducible representation of V, then the action of G on
COROLLARY.
Zf the highest weight of p is not the highest wetght of any irreducible representation of G, then H'(G/V, E,) = 0.
3.4
If p is a representation of V, we denote by p* its contragredient representation and by I'(p), the i"' exterior power of p. Also, if E is a holomorphic vector bundle, then E* denotes its dual bundle and A'(E) its ith exterior power. Then the following isomorphisms are obvious : Eli(r) x I'(E,); E,, R (E,)*.
If pr, pz are two representations of V, then we have natural isomorphisms E PI BP2 = E,, @ Ep,; E,, ~2 = E,, Q 4, .
We shall use the above isomorphisms without explicit mention. Hence, by Bott's theorem (3.3), the representation A"(pI) 0 I"(p): of V can be extended to a representation of G. Since G is semisimple, this representation is trivial. In other words, the characters A"(p,), A"@,) are identical.
Let 2 be the connected component of the identity in the centre of V. Both p1 1 Z, pz 1 Z are then represented by scalars by Schur's Lemma, i.e. there exist characters x1, x2 of Z such that p1 1 Z = x1. Id. and pz 1 Z = x2. Id. Since A"(pr) = An(p2), we have 1; = x'& Since Zis connected, this implies that x1 = x2, or p1 I Z = p2 I Z. Hence p1 63 pz is trivial on Z.
We assume now that G is simple. If pl, p2 are not equivalent, then p1 Q3 p: does not contain the trivial representation, and by Proposition 2.6, and Corollary 3.3, Bott's theorem, it follows that H'(G/V, E p, o ,;) = 0. This implies then that there exists no non-zero homomorphism Ep2 --) EpI, which is impossible since we have assumed that E,, and Ep2 are isomorphic. This proves (2) of Theorem 1 in the case when G is simple and p1 and p2 are irreducible. (2) Proposition 3.2 can be interpreted as follows: Let G, be the complexification of G. Then Gc acts on G/V holomorphically. Let H be the isotropy group for this action. If p is a representation of V, then there is a one-one correspondence between holomorphic bundle structures on P and extensions of p to H. If p is irreducible, this extension is unique. Under this set-up, Theorem 1 answers in the affirmative a question raised by Ise [9] .
(3) Even if a representation p of H is not irreducible, still it can happen that the associated bundle is indecomposable. In fact, the tangent bundles of irreducible complex homogeneous spaces have one-dimensional endomorphism spaces [9] . However, they are not given by irreducible representations of H, unless G/Y is Hermitian symmetric.
(4) Also, if pl, p2 are two representations of H, then the bundles Ep,, Ep2 could be equivalent without pl, p2 being equivalent. In fact, if G, = GL(n, C) and H = A@, C), viz. the group of triangular matrices, then the natural representation of H yields the trivial bundle on G/V. 
5.2
Let p be any irreducible representation of V. In order to compute the first Chern class of Ee, it is enough to compute that of x* E,. But n* Ep is (topologically) the direct sum of line bundles which are induced by characters corresponding to the weights of p. If A1, . . ., AI are the weights of p, then c,(E,,) under our identifications above, is simply A1 + . . . + A1. 
This implies that c,(E,* 0 Epi) = c,(EJ -dim pi . c,(E,) < 0. By Proposition 5.2 above, we deduce that H'(G/I', Hom(E,, EJ) =
sisn
We assert that this inclusion is induced by an inclusion L, + u L of V-modules. In
ljijn "
fact, it is clear that we have a monomorphism
Homy (E,; & "Lpi) -+ H'(GI K Horn (E,, 1 & nE,,)
).
--_ -
Since all pi are isomorphic to a, the left side has dimension n, and since G/V is compact, connected and E,, @I u E is a trivial bundle of dimension 12, our assertion is proved.
lsisn " Let j : L, + Y(L,) be the monomorphism by which the inclusion E, c P(E,) is induced.
We wish now to show that j(L,J is generated by a decomposable element of A"@,). We recall that Ep is the quotient of G x L, for th, equivalence relation "(9, X) N (g', x') if there exists u E I/ such that g' = gv, X' = p(u)-lx". Moreover, if p' is another representation and cp : L, + L,,, is a map of V-modules, then the induced map Ep + Ep, is given by the map (g, X) + (g, C&C)) of G x Lp into G x Lpp. In particular, the inclusion Em c A' (E,) is given by (g, x) + (g, j(x)). On the other hand, we note that the inclusion E, c A" (E,) is induced by the inclusion F c E,, and hence the image of each fibre of Ep in n"(E& is generated by a decomposable vector of the corresponding fibre in A" (E,,) . In particular, j&J is generated by a decomposable element of P(L,).
Finally, if x1 A . . . A x, is an element which generates j(Lh), then the vector space spanned by xl, . . . . X, is invariant under p. Since by assumption, p is irreducible and s # 0, r, this is impossible. This proves that Ep is stable.
Remarks
The above argument is, in part, applicable to other similar situations. For instance, we could use the same argument to show that a holomorphic vector bundle on a compact Riemann surface induced by an irreducible unitary representation of its fundamental group, is stable. This fact could actually be used to simplify the proof of the main theorem of [ 141, in case of bundles of degree 0. Also, the above considerations could be applied to homogeneous spaces, other than Hermitian symmetric spaces, with suitable modifications.
Moreover, the proof of Theorem 2 gives the following stronger statement:
If F is any holomorphic vector bundle and f: F --f Ep a homomorphism such that f is an injection at least at one fibre, then dim F*c,(E,) -dim E;c,(F) >O. #
86. EXAMPLBS OF CONTINUOUS FAMILIES OF VECTOR ON THE COMPLEX PROJECTIVE PLANE BUNDLES
Our definition of stable vector bundles in $5 was motivated by that of D. Mumford [ 131 for algebraic curves (see [14] ). Theorems 1 and 2 which have some formal analogy with some aspects of [14] suggest that one could hope to classify vector bundles on Hermitian symmetric spaces using concepts similar to that of stable bundles. In this connection, we shall give an injectively parametrised "continuous" family of holomorphic vector bundles over the complex projective plane, which is a deformation of a homogeneous vector bundle associated to an irreducible representation.
A 0
Let G = U(3) and V = U(1) x U(2) imbedded in U(3) as matrices of the type o Proof.
Since p @ p* is trivial on the centre of V by Schur's Lemma, and since the representations p1 are also trivial on the centre of V, we have only to check P C3 P*WW = IIPWW.
Now plSU(2) is still irreducible and has the highest weight --) (b -c)h.
Then our assertion is an immediate consequence of [IS, Ch. 3, $51.
6.2
We now compute the cohomology groups H'(PC', Ep 0 E,*) using the theorem of Bott (Theorem 3.3) . By Lemma 6.1, we have only to compute H'(PC', E,,) where pi is the irreducible representation of V of which the highest weight is A, = lh, -Ih3. Now the positive roots of G are h, -h,, h, -h,, h, -h From this we conclude in a way similar to that of Kodaira-Spencer-Nirenberg [lo] that there exists a family of holomorphic vector bundles, which is a deformation of Ep such that the infinitesimal deformation map at the point corresponding to Ee is an isomorphism.
Moreover, for all bundles E near enough E,, we have, by the semi-continuity theorem of Kodaira-Spencer, H'(PC', E @ E*) = 0 for i 2 2, dim H"(PC2, E 0 E*) s 1.
Since dim H"(PC2, E @ E*) is clearly 2 1, and since the Euler characteristic X(-1)' H'(X, E 0 E*) is preserved under any deformation this implies that H'(PC2, E @ E*) and H'(PC', Ep 0 E,*) are of the same dimension. It is clear then that Theorem 3 is a consequence of Theorems I and II below.
THEOREM I. Let X be a compact complex manifold and {E,}r.T a holomorphicfamily of vector bundles on X, parametrised by a complex manifold T. If the infinitesimal deformation map at a point to E T is an isomorphism, then the family is complete at that point. Moreover, if dim H'(X, E, @ Et*) is independent of t, then the family is complete at every point in a neighbourhood of to in T.
Proof. Similar to that of deformations of complex structures [l 11. The latter assertion follows from the fact that if H'(X, E1 63 E:) is constant-dimensional, then U H'(X, fsf Et @ E:) has a natural vector bundle structure and hence if the infinitesimal deformation map is an isomorphism at to, then it is so in a neighbourhood.
THEOREM II. Let X be a compact complex manifold and {E,}leT a holomorphic family of vector bundles on X, parametrised by a complex manlyold T. If the infinitesimal deformation map at a point to E T is an isomorphism and dimCHo(X, E,, @ Ez) = 1 then there exists a neighbourhood U of to in T such that for t, t' E U, E, is isomorphic to Et1 only if t = t'.
Proof. See proof of Theorem 1, [14] .
LINE SUB-BUNDLES OF HOMOGENEOUS VECTOR BUNDLES
7.1
When p is an irreducible representation of V, we have shown (Theorem 1) that E,, is indecomposable. In most cases, however, Ep is reducible (i.e. has a proper subbundle). For example, if the dimension of p exceeds that of G/V, then the vector bundle Ep admits a line subbundle. (This follows from the fact that G/V is a projective variety and a theorem of Atiyah [l] . See also Corollary to Proposition 7.3.) We now wish to give necessary and sufficient conditions on p so that E,, does not admit any line subbundles. Since all line bundles are homogeneous, this is equivalent to studying when E, admits a trivial line subbundle, i.e. when Ep admits a holomorphic section, nonzero everywhere.
7.2
We will hereafter assume that p is an irreducible representation of V with highest weight A and of dimension r. Also, we assume that A is the highest weight of an irreducible representation l of G. Let L.,, Lp be the vector spaces on which <, p act. Then we have a (unique upto scalar multiple) surjective map IL : L, + Lp which is a morphism of V-modules.
Let N = ker R. We can identify Lp with the V-irreducible subspace in L, generated by a weight vector in L, which belongs to the weight A. Then we have L, = Le 0 N as V-modules.
We shall use the notation of $2. In particular, A+ is a system of roots of G adapted to the complex structure on G/V, Z, the roots of V contained in A+ and C = A+ -Z+. (ii) &gp;)L, = 0 for euery a E C.
Proof. Let v be a weight vector in L, belonging to the highest weight A of p . We shall use the well-known fact that L, is generated by elements of the form [(E-,,) . . . (E-&D, @! E x+, and E-,, are generators of g--Oli.
(9 We have only to show that rc(&X)w) = 0, where w is any weight vector in Le and XE g-o1, a E C. If w is of weight K, then c(X)w has weight K -CI. Also ?r(<(X)w) has weight K -u on the one hand, and on the other, any two weights of p differ by a linear combination of elements of C. It follows that rc(<(X)w) = 0.
(ii) Let w = &?Z_,,) . . . (E-,&J, at E C+. We shall show by induction on r that &X)w = 0 for XE gd, CI E C. For r = 0, this is obvious. Now we have, using induction assumption,
&X).E(E-,,) ..a &%Jv = HX, E-J) a.. (E-,&
But if [X, E_,,] # 0, then c1-cur is a root and obviously c1 -~1, E C. Since now [X, E-,,I E &-.19 our assertion is proved.
7.3
From Lemma 7.2, it follows that N is invariant under 9 = V @ u g-,. Now the OIEC representation of V on N gives rise to a vector bundle and the restriction r]% to N gives rise to a holomorphic structure on this bundle (Proposition 3.2). We shall call this bundle F. We recall that the total space of F is given as the quotient of G x N for the equivalence relation (g, n) N (g', n') if there exists u E V such that gv = g', g(v)-'n = n'. Also the map rp : G x N + L given by q(g, n) = r(g)n for g E G, n E N, goes down as a map $ : F + L. Note that the map Ic/ is proper (i.e. the inverse image of every compact set is compact) because cp is so.
PROPOSITION.
The map $ is holomorphic, and the vector bundle E,, admits a trivial line subbundle tf and only tf $ is not surjective.
Proof. That II/ is holomorphic follows from the fact that the inclusion N + L, is a q-module homomorphism. (It is in any case clear from the interpretation to Proposition 3.2 given in 4.2.) We have only to show that cp is surjective if and only if there exists no holomorphic section of Ep, non-zero everywhere. For x E L,, we may consider the map f: G + Lp given by f(g) = n(&g)-'x).
Then f defines a section of the associated bundle Ep. By 
COROLLARY. If dim p > dim, G/V, then Ep admits a line subbundle. If, moreover, the highest weight A of p is also the highest weight of an irreducible representation of G, then Ep contains a trivial line subbundle.
Proof.
Let A be the highest weight of an irreducible representation of G. By Proposition 7.3, we have only to show that II/ cannot be surjective, but this is obvious since dim F=dimG/V+dimN<dimL+dimN=dimLe.
In the general case, let p be a linear form on Y defining a character x of V which is orthogonal to all c( E X, but such that (p, IX) > 0 for every a E C. Then p 0 xn satisfies the above condition, for large enough n. 
Proof.
Assume that p can be extended as a representation p" of a connected Lie subgroup H of G containing V properly. First we note that since H contains a maximal torus, it is closed [4] . Clearly then A is the highest weight of p" also. If (with the notation of 7.2) x E L, is a weight vector belonging to the weight A, then the H-invariant subspace L' generated by x is an irreducible representation of H with highest weight A.
contains V properly. Let X' be the roots of H'. Define C' = Cn (A -X'). We assert that C' satisfies conditions (l), (2) Proof. We shall use Proposition 7.3. For the map @ : F + L, to be surjective, it is necessary and sufficient that the differential of JI be surjective at some point of F. In fact, the map $ being proper, the image e(F) is a complex analytic subset of L, by Remmert's theorem [16] , and since dl(/ is surjective at some point of F, the set $(F) contains an open subset of L,. This clearly implies J/(F) = L,. Conversely, if I&F) = L,, then de has to be surjective at least at one point, for otherwise it would mean that dim, $(F) < dim, L, [16] .
Moreover, it is clear that d+is surjective at some point of F if and only if dq is surjective at some point of G x N. Also, since cp respects the action of G on G x N, L,, this is equivalent to the condition that (dq),. be surjective. Now we contend that (drp),. is surjective if and only if the map A, : G --t Lp given by J,,(g) = rt(<(g))n) has a surjective differential at e. In fact, let X, Y be vectors tangent to G, N at e, n respectively. Then it is easily seen that
Since the image of (dq),, contains all the vectors at n tangential to N, we have (dp),, is surjective I, o (dp),. is surjective. But (dn), o (drp),,(X, Y) = (d&),(X), and our contention is proved.
Finally, we note that (dA,Je(YR) = 0. If we identify u g. with a supplement of Y,,, UPC then the condition reduces to (dl,), : (=vc g=) + L,, is surjective. But it is trivial to check that (d&),(X) = Mx)n) for X o ,g g..
7.5 REMARKS. It is quite possible that the sufficient condition for E,, to contain a trivial line subbundle, given in Proposition 7.4, is also necessary. In other words, if dim p 5 dim G/V and if p cannot be extended to a connected subgroup of G which contains V properly, then it is likely that Ep does not admit any proper line subbundle. The criterion given in Theorem 4 may be helpful in settling this. We shall prove that this is the case when dim p = 2. Proof. It is obvious that it is enough to prove the lemma in the case when V is a proper subgroup of a simple group G. Let S = {a E C](cc, /I) = 0 for every fi E C}. Then we claim that S satisfies (1) u,PES,~+~EA=Z-U+PES,~) UES, /?$S=z-(@,B)=O.
That S
satisfies (1) is obvious. If then c( E S, /I E Z -S, there exists y E C such that (/I, r) + 0. This implies that either /I + y or fl -y E A. In any case, it is clear that fi + y, if a root, should belong to C. It follows that (a, p> = 0, and our assertion is proved. But since G is simple, this is impossible and we must have S = 0. This means that for any /l E Z, there exists y E C so that (8,~) # 0. Again this implies that either B + y or y -/3 is a root and hence belongs to C. This proves the Lemma.
It is enough to prove that Ep admits no trivial line subbundle. In particular, we may assume that we are in the situation of 7.3 and we shall adopt the same notation as in 7.3. Let v be the weight vector belonging to the highest weight A of p. Then there exists a E Z so that {v, E. v} where E, generates g., generate Le. Let a = fil -&, B1, pz E C. If E,,, E_,, are generators of gs,, g-,r2 respectively, we have [Es,, E-s21 # 0, and [Es,, E-s2] v = EB, E-Q is a nonzero multiple of E,v. Now take in Theorem 4, n = E-Q.
We then have EB2 E_,,v = (A, &)v and (A, &) is nonzero since E_,Q is non-zero. Hence the map X + c(X)n of u g. + Le is surjective and the proposition is proved.
UEC
7.6
Finally we discuss the case when dim p = dim G/V. We shall prove (see also [17] 
Proof.
In fact, the first condition is equivalent to the requirement that A is the highest weight of an irreducible representation of G. We shall show below that the second condition is equivalent to the requirement that C,(E,,) = 0 where C, is the rth Chern class of E,,. Since Cr(E,) = 0 is a necessary (and in our case also sufficient) condition for the existence of a continuous section of E, nonzero everywhere, we have only to prove that if C,(E,) = 0 then Ee admits a trivial line subundle. We shall use the notation of 7.3. If the map II/ is not surjective, we have nothing to prove. Let S be the set of points in F at which d$ is not surjective. Then S is a proper complex analytic subset of F. Hence dim $(S) < dim F = dim L,. Thus 1+9(s) is a proper subset of L,. (This is also a consequence of a theorem of A. Sard.) Let then x E L, -t+k(S). The section of E that corresponds to x has only finitely many zeros. For, at every point of $-i(x), the differential of II/ is an isomorphism and hence II/ is a local homeomorphism. Since $ is proper, this implies that 1,5-'(x) is finite. In particular, the set of points S E G/V such that there exists n E N with t(g)n = cp(g, n) = x is finite. This proves our assertion above. If Q is a holomorphic section of Ep with finitely many zeros, then it is easily seen that the index of rr at each zero is positive. Since the sum of the indices is
C,(E,)([G/Vj)
where [G/V] is the fundamental cycle, the proof of the Proposition is complete if we show LEMMA. The rth Chern class of E is zero tf and only tf
